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About 13.52mm golden reflective tempered laminated glass

13.52mm golden reflective tempered laminated glass is made up of two layer of 6mm golden tempered
reflective glass permanently bonded together with an interlayer (PVB / SGP ) via a controlled, highly
pressurized and industrial heating process. The 664 gold tempered reflective lamination process results in
the glass panels holding together in the event of breakage, reducing the risk of harm. The 6+6mm golden
solar control laminated glass is classified as grade A safety glass. It is a symbol of high-end luxury, and it is
a material for interior and exterior decoration of five-star hotels. To compare with the golden reflective
toughened laminated glass, the golden reflective tempered laminated insulated glass which more safety
and with energy saving.Both of them are popular by the designer and owner used for the building glass
curtain wall.

 

664 Golden reflective laminated Glass Features

https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/4mm-5mm-5.5mm-6mm-8mm-10mm-12mm-golden-bronze-color-reflective-glass-China-exporter.html#.XR3WHPmFfZ0
https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Curtain-Wall-Glass.htm
https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Curtain-Wall-Glass.htm


 Extremely high safety withstands penetration from impact, even if the glass cracks,
splinters will adhere to the interlayer and not scatter.

 Extremely light
transmitting

deal transmission ability and reflectance for visible light,
it can wealen the ulteaviolet from passing in the some time.

 Energy-saving building
materials which impedes the transmission of solar heat and reduces cooling loads.

 Create aesthetic sense to
buildings  Create aesthetic sense to buildings

Sound proof  PVB Interlayer film is an effective absorb of sound.

6+1.52+6mm Golden reflective toughened laminated Glass Application:

Gold reflective laminated glass as a solar control glass and safety glass with a variety of art decoration:
can be edged, engraved, edging, suitable for decoration in buildings and indoors, shopping malls,
exhibition halls, hotels and other places, such as the doors and windows of buildings,high-rise building
curtain walls. Especially used in KTV rooms, star hotels and various clubs, family high-end decoration.

 



What is the difference between golden reflective laminated glass and golden reflective
insulating glass? Which kind of glass is good?

Firstly, gold reflective Laminated glass and gold reflective insulating glass are have a sound insulation
effect ,while insulating glass has better thermal insulation.

Golden reflective laminated glass has shock resistance and explosion-proof performance, when the wind is
strong, the possibility of noise caused by its own vibration is small, especially for the low frequency. But
gold reflective insulating glass is easy to sympathetic vibration.

If ordinary building, gold reflective glazing unit is widely chosen, if you live in the high rise building, the

https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Insulated-Glass.htm


wind is large, and the noise is relatively small, the reflective sandwich glass is a good choice.

The reflective laminated glass even been broken, still been glue with the PVB inter-layer film, its not drop
off to hurt people. The insulating glass in the facade glass can better achieve thermal insulation, which is
warm in winter and cool in summer~

Therefore, it cannot be said that double-layer gold reflective laminated glass and double-layer gold
reflective insulating glass are better, and it can only be said that the demand in which aspect is greater.
For gold reflective laminated insulated glass is the best which combine the advantage of both of the
laminated glass and insulated glass. Anyway, the suitable for your is the best!

Why to choose JIMY GLASS?

1.   We are one of the biggest glass factory in China with over 20 years produce building glass, our factory
occupies 67000 square meters, owing 5 production lines. Tempered glass daily productivity is 13000m2;
laminated glass daily productivity is 8000m2, insulated glass daily productivity is 5000m2 etc.

2.   Production time about 2-4 weeks, depend on the order quantity and processed demand.

3.  Process by using grade A raw glass quality grade, without any bubble, scratch, spot etc defects.

4.  Each step of our processing meet ISO, CE, SGS etc standard.

5.  Quality complying with international standards, if any quality problem can refund or replace glass.

6.  100% inspection after production to make sure each sheet of glass are all in good condition.

7.  Use high quality newest seaworthy wooden crates to pack.

8. Powerful transportation system and fast shipping time, we have long-term cooperation relationship with
MSK(Maersk), COSCO etc well-known shipping companies.



9. Professional sales and technical team, provide 24-hour service, meet any specific requirements for
glass.

Our production equipment:

Our safety packing and stronger loading for golden coating reflective laminated glass:




